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Members browse raffle items at banquett 

Next Meeting 

Tuesday, February 20, 2018 

7:00 tree advice; 7:30 meeting starts 

Van de Kamp Hall 

Descanso Gardens 

 February Refreshments: 

 Cesareo Perez,  Michael Jonas 

Joe Galgoul,  Vahe Zackarian 

February Niche: Cesareo Perez 

Kathy Benson 

President’s Message 

By Cesareo Perez 

 February Demonstrator 

Ted Matson—Tree Critique 

  I   Happy New Year! 

What?!!! The Lunar New Year is upon us, and it is the Year of 
the Dog! It is funny how this coincides with our calendar for 
Descanso Bonsai Society.  We have been on a longer than 
usual meeting hiatus, with our cancelled meeting in November, 
our regular hiatus in December, and our annual luncheon in 
January.  We had a lovely time, socializing with other mem-
bers and a terrific raffle. If you were unable to make it, plan 
now for next year! 

Our meetings resume with an exciting start: Ted Matson, our 
past president and curator of the GSBF Collection South at 
Huntington Gardens, will conduct a critique talk on our trees. 
This is a wonderful opportunity to have a widely recognized 
expert, and a longtime member and friend of Descanso Bonsai 
Society, review one of your trees and give you pointers for de-
velopment or showing it. It’s a chance to get the jump on read-
ing your trees for our show in June! This will be especially val-
uable for our novice members. SIGN UP NOW!!! Email Ellen 
Keneshea to get on the list at ekeneshea@socal.rr.com.  

Some of you will have been lucky enough to attend the Shohin 
Seminar in Santa Nella this month (I couldn’t go. . . .Sigh!). I 
look forward to hearing about your exploits and what you 
learned there. Maybe you have some pictures of the event to 
share; let Jim Pelling, our newsletter editor know if you have 
photos. 

In my garden the Chinese elms and pomegranates are bud-
ding, and the ume , Japanese quince and red plum are think-
ing about blooming. Our SoCal spring is underway; another 
year begun. May it be a good one for you, with joy, friendship, 
good health, love and healthy Bonsai! Consider what you can 
do to make our club stronger and more vibrant, just like we 
nurture our relationships and our plants. I look forward to see-
ing you at our meetings, but right now our gorgeous spring 
weather calls, so I’m off 

To the trees! 

Cesáreo 

mailto:ekeneshea@socal.rr.com


 
 

 

February and March are probably the best two months of the year for potting 
and re-potting bonsai and training tree from nursery cans to bonsai pots. 

Deciding which bonsai needs re-potting will depend on how long since its 
last potting and whether the tree has become root bound. 

If the pot does not have a major inside lip, you may want to inspect the root 
ball by lifting the tree out of the pot. Look for a firm root ball with roots visible all 
around the sides and bottom. 

Another indication that the tree needs re-potting is the soil lifting above the 
edge of the pot. This shows that a matte of roots has formed on the bottom and is 
pushing the tree up. Trident maple bonsai are noted for this phenomenon. 

One important reason for re-potting is the tree has matured beyond its pre-
sent container.  Either it has grown larger or it deserves a more appropriate pot. 

There are several things to consider when you decide to proceed.: 

Decide which tree or trees you want to pot. 

 The preferred one does not work out. 

Place the wire or heavy plastic screen over each drain hole. Mesh should be 
at least 1/8” holes. Make sure screens are held in place with wire clips to keep 
them in place. 

If you are going to tie the tree in, now is the time to install the tie wires. Use 
a wire of sufficient size and strength to do the job. 

Make sure the pot is clean inside and out. 

Have your favorite mix handy. 

 

All of these preparations should be done before the root ball is disturbed. 
Many bonsai are lost or setback if the roots and soil are removed before every-
thing is ready. 

Some hobbyists take just enough soil and roots off to place the tree back in 
its original pot leaving room for an inch or so of new soil. Others are more aggres-
sive in cleaning out old soil and prune the roots more severly. Both approaches 
are valid. It all depends on the condition of the tree, its root system, and the own-
er’s goals for the tree. This all sounds pretty involved or complicated–it isn’t, if you 
use common sense and do not get too rough with the tree. 

February Tips  by Jim Barrett 



 

Pots to be auc-

 

 

 Banquet Summmary 

 We enjoyed great food, and a fine raffle. 

Pictures, row 1; Cesareo Perez, with pot from Club, Kathy Benson, Rosemary. 

Pictures, row 2; Jim Barrett, Korean Hornbeam, Ellen Keneshea, Olive 

Thanks to Ryan Wells for pictures of raffle and Cesareo.  

Upcoming Events: 

February 24-25  Bonsai-A-Thon at the Huntington. 8 am to 5 pm. Get paper badge for free admission. Or tell Guard you are 

going to Floral center for the event. Breakfast and lunch, Round Robin demos of at least 5 people each day in main exhibit 

area downstairs.. Drawing and auction each day. Many vendors 

Saturday; Mel Ikeda, Cesareo Perez, Tom Vuong, Peter  Macaseib, David Miles/Gonzalo Rodriguez 

Sunday; Roy Nagatoshi, Bob Hilvers, Ken Teh, Frank Goya, Tak Shimazu  



Descanso Bonsai Officers 

 

President      Cesareo Perez      (626) 375-9424      cesareop2001@gmail.com 

Past Pres Michael Jonas   (818) 776-0813  mjonas48@hotmail.com 

 1st VP   Vacant 
Raffle   Josh Miller                (818) 681-5308        joshemiller@mac.com 
 
Treasurer  Elizabeth Likes  (818) 352-3064  lizlikes@aol.com 
Membership/webmasters  Ryan Wells Rwells627@gmail.com  

      and Jonathan Jee Jonathan.jee@gmail.com. 

Officer          Jim Barrett      (626) 445-4529.. 

Officer   Kathy Benson   (626)798-0485   1benson99@charter.net 
Officer   Marge Blasingame (626)579-04  20  blasmrjr@aol.com 
Officer   James Pai    626) 614-8079   paijames@ymail.com 
Officer   Ellen  Keneshea        (818) 363-5752      Ekaneshea@socalrr.com 
Newsletter  Jim Pelling    (323) 255-9870  jimpell8@gmail.com 

Refreshments     Debbie Rinehart       (661) 941- 7572 
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